
Lowercroft Creative Club 

-Choose Your Own Adventure Stories- 
Choose your own adventure stories are great fun to read. In a way, they are a little like a computer game as you get to make choices which affect 

the outcome of the story you are in. For this reason, they’re usually written from the point of view of the character (though, they don’t have to be) 

with “I” instead of “He” or “She”. Every time there is a new possible choice, the story branches off into two (or more) directions.  

 

Next week, we will join forces to write our choose your own adventure stories. We will do it by age group, so that we have a number of fabulous 

stories, and I will act as your ‘editor’. 

Year 1 and Year 2 will be writing from the 

point of view of a little girl called Imogen 

who has lost her favourite teddy bear at a 

fairground and really wants to find it. She’s 

lost without it. In fact, she’s lost in general! 

Year 3 and Year 4 will be writing about a 

dinosaur called Spike, who accidentally 

ended up in the present day and must use 

his time machine to try and get home. He’s 

sure one of the colourful buttons must take 

him home! 

Year 5 and Year 6 will be writing about a 

sister and a brother called Janet and Alan 

who are trying to find the mysterious 

“diamond of destiny”, which is hidden  

somewhere in Spoo Quay Mansion, a haunted 

house by the sea.    

Please do not start writing your stories yet as I will give you more  

instructions on Monday as to exactly what I’m looking for! 

Your task for the rest of the day is to create a “character description picture” like the one on the next page. Have a go at drawing what you think 

your character might look like, and use labels to make your thoughts clear. Feel free to add any props (like Imogen’s teddy bear, Spike’s time  

machine and the diamond of destiny), and label the characters’ feelings. If you want to, you could also write a short paragraph of description to 

explain how you see the character.     



What I think Imogen looks like 

She wears her hair 

in pig tails. 

She wears glasses 

that are a bit too 

big for her. 

She loves playing 

‘dressing up’. 

She is always scuffing 

her knees because she 

loves climbing up 

things. 


